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Abstract Software traceability is a required component of many software development
processes. Advocates of requirements traceability cite advantages like easier program
comprehension and support for software maintenance (i.e., software change). However,
despite its growing popularity, there exists no published evaluation about the usefulness of
requirements traceability. It is important, if not crucial, to investigate whether the use of
requirements traceability can significantly support development tasks to eventually justify
its costs. We thus conducted a controlled experiment with 71 subjects re-performing real
maintenance tasks on two third-party development projects: half of the tasks with and the
other half without traceability. Subjects sketched their task solutions on paper to focus on
the their ability to solving the problems rather than their programming skills. Our findings
show that subjects with traceability performed on average 24 % faster on a given task and
created on average 50 % more correct solutions—suggesting that traceability not only saves
effort but can profoundly improve software maintenance quality.
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1 Introduction

Requirements-to-code traceability reflects the knowledge where requirements are imple-
mented in the code. Its capture and maintenance is the focus of extensive research (Gotel
et al. 2012; Cleland-Huang et al. 2014). Despite its growing popularity (Mäder et al. 2009;
Rempel et al. 2013) surprisingly little is known about its benefits. Intuitively, requirements-
to-code traces should be useful for many areas of software engineering. Researchers refer
to better program comprehension and support for software maintenance (e.g., Lindvall and
Sandahl 1996; Pohl 1996b). In the safety critical domain, traceability supports the certifica-
tion process and is thus mandated by several standards (e.g., DO-178C (RTCA/EUROCAE
2011) and ISO 26262 (ISO 2011)). Nonetheless, there exists no empirical work in which
the effect of requirements traceability was measured. Does it save effort? Does it improve
quality?

The goal of this work is to investigate whether knowledge of requirements-to-code traces
improves the performance of subjects during software maintenance tasks. Software mainte-
nance is an important part of the development process. Since developers tend to be less/not
familiar with the code during maintenance, traces are perceived to be needed and useful.
To study that effect, we carried out a large-scale study involving 71 subjects—from prac-
titioners to students with a wide range of experiences. The subjects were asked to solve
maintenance tasks taken from two software development projects: the open source Gantt
Project (47 KLOC) and the iTrust system (15 KLOC). Eight tasks were selected, covering
real bug fixes and feature extensions taken from the projects’ documented archives. Tasks
were randomly assigned to subjects, half the tasks with and the other half without trace-
ability. Task solutions were recorded on paper and not implemented by the subjects. We
measured the performance of subjects as the time they spent to solve a task and the cor-
rectness of their solution. The selected, real maintenance tasks also provided us with a gold
standard as to how the original developers solved the given tasks. This allowed us to assess
the correctness of the solutions the subjects provided for the tasks.

A secondary goal of this work was to characterize performance differences due to trace-
ability in relation to a range of other criteria. We assessed how the performance varied
based on subject experience, the kind of tasks the subjects were expected to solve, the dif-
ferent project domains, and others. All subjects had in common that they were not familiar
with the projects we used in the study—a situation that commonly occurs during software
maintenance and a situation under which developers are expected to benefit most from
traceability.

In total, the subjects solved 461 tasks (i.e., 6.5 tasks per subject on average). Our findings
show that subjects working on tasks with traceability performed better than subjects working
without traceability. In particular, subjects with traceability performed on average 24 %
faster on tasks and created on average 50 % more correct solutions. This demonstrates that
traceability is not just a means for saving some effort but can profoundly improve the quality
of the software maintenance process. There are likely many subsequent benefits such as
more effective maintenance, faster time to market, or less code degradation. We also found
that some tasks benefited more from traceability than others, especially with regard to the
correctness of the solution. Furthermore, we found that our observations were consistent
regardless of subject experience and the project domain.

The implications of this study are numerous. Traceability strongly benefits software
maintenance regardless of subject experience. While the capture and maintenance of trace-
ability (studied in other works, e.g., Mäder et al. 2008; Egyed et al. 2010; Mäder and Gotel
2012) does require significant effort and while developers tend to perceive this activity to
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be tedious and ineffective (Arkley and Riddle 2005), this work nonetheless demonstrates
a clear, measurable performance improvement to justify this cost. Since this work clearly
characterizes the effect of traceability, practitioners and researchers alike may use this infor-
mation to better understand the cost/benefit trade-off of traceability—a point that will also
be the focus of our future work.

This paper extends our prior work presented at the 2012 International Conference on
Software Maintenance (ICSM 2012) (Mäder and Egyed 2012) in several regards: (1) we
added results from a group of 19 professional software developers replicating the experi-
ment, (2) we discussed the effect of traceability on software maintenance in relation to the
experience of subjects, (3) we analyzed the workflow and means of navigation applied by
subjects, and (4) we added more detailed information about the performed tasks and the
projects they were performed on.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related stud-
ies in the area of requirements traceability and software engineering. Section 3 introduces
our experimental set-up in depth, while Section 4 extensively reports about the results and
findings of the experiment. In Section 5 we discuss the limitations of our study. Finally,
Section 6 concludes and discusses possible areas of future investigations.

2 Related Work

Gotel and Finkelstein (1994) report the findings of a year-long empirical study into trace-
ability conducted in 1992. The study involved around one hundred software development
practitioners, holding a variety of positions within a large organization and with experience
of up to 30 years. In addition to a comprehensive questionnaire, five focus group sessions
were conducted with thirty-seven practitioners to consolidate data, and independent obser-
vation of practical requirements gathering and development workshops took place. The
authors found multiple perspectives on what traceability was expected to enable and on the
problems experienced, and conflicts particularly evident between those parties responsible
for establishing traceability and those parties using it. The authors were concerned with
understanding and exposing the scope of the problem area; they did not report about the
actual benefits of traceability to their subjects.

Ramesh and Jarke (2001) report on a large practitioner study of traceability where the
data collection took over three years during the 1990’s. The authors conducted a pilot study
with fifty-eight master students in information technology to create an initial traceability
meta-model and inform the design of the study. The main study consisted of thirty focus
group discussions, each with about five people from twenty-six companies. Their primary
focus was on the types of traceability link used in current and ideal practice. The study
comprised two phases: the first revolved around agreeing upon a traceability meta-model
and the second on defining reference models for other practitioners to use. Again, the actual
benefits of traceability to their subjects were not exposed.

De Lucia et al. (2006) developed an Eclipse plug-in, called COCONUT (COde COm-
prehension Nurturant Using Traceability), which uses Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) to
indicate the similarity between source code under development and a set of high-level
artifacts (e.g., requirements statements, use cases). The authors conducted a controlled
experiment to assess the usefulness of the proposed approach. Master students were asked
to perform development tasks with and without the use of COCONUT. Findings show that
the tool significantly helps to improve the similarity between code and related requirements
in presence of comments within the source code.
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Arkley and Riddle (2005) report on a survey of nine software projects, small to multi-
national in scope, undertaken using questionnaires and interviews. The authors identified
three issues related to traceability: the necessity for extra entry data when using traceabil-
ity tools; a lack of understanding on how to employ traceability; and the lack of perceived
direct benefits to the main development process. Several studies investigated the negative
impact of inadequate traceability on software development. Researchers found that wrong
granularity can lead to over-complex or inadequate traceability graphs, and thereby leads
to project over-runs or software failures (Mäder et al. 2009; Leffingwell 1997). Ramesh et
al. emphasized on the high costs of creating and maintaining traceability, which can only
be compensated by higher quality and reduced overall costs if traceability is applied pur-
posefully (Ramesh et al. 1995). Capturing software development activities to automatically
generate traces may reduce trace capturing effort (Omoronyia and Sindre 2011). Though,
neglecting traceability completely or capturing traces in an unstructured manner to reduce
costs will lead to reduced system quality, expensive iterations of defect corrections, and
increased project costs (Pohl 1996a; Dömges and Pohl 1998). Ahmad and Ghazali (2007)
interviewed fifteen practitioners and analyzed project documentation of three IT compa-
nies. Their subjects had 6–10 years of practical experience in developing small projects.
Their finding was that the interviewed subjects perceived pre-requirements traceability to be
more beneficial than post-requirements traceability. Nonetheless, the authors did not study
the benefits of traceability to their subjects in detail. In a recent publication (Mäder et al.
2013), we reported on traceability problems that were observed by members of the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) who systematically evaluated traceability documen-
tation for FDA medical device approval. In this and other studies, it turned out to be a major
problem that the definition of project-specific traceability strategies was either lacking or
inappropriate for the investigated project (Mäder et al. 2013; Rempel et al. 2013, 2014).
Briand et al. (2014) performed an extensive study evaluating whether and how design slices
traced to safety requirements can support the safety inspection process. Similarly, a variety
of other publications evaluated the effect of different traceability techniques in extensive
studies, e.g., De Lucia et al. (2008); Cuddeback et al. (2010); Mäder and Cleland-Huang
(2010, 2013); Mäder and Gotel (2012), but none of them evaluated the effect of traceability
itself.

Based on the overview of empirical studies in the area, we identify a lack of work
assessing the effect of traceability for development tasks. Following the argumentation
in the introduction, maintenance is a major cost driver in the development of a system
(Glass 2002) and traceability could reduce that cost. Accordingly, we decided to restrict
our focus to software maintenance. We found several studies focusing on software main-
tenance, e.g., Dzidek et al. (2008) study the costs and benefits of UML documentation
for software maintenance and Curtis et al. (1979) compare the performance of subjects
solving maintenance tasks with complexity measures (e.g., Halstead and McCabe met-
rics) evaluating the same tasks. Furthermore, Ricca et al. (2010) performed a series of
four experiments in different locations and with subjects possessing different experience,
i.e., undergraduate students, graduate students, and research associates. The experiments
aimed at comparing performances of subjects in comprehension tasks. The subjects were
provided either with the source code complemented by standard UML diagrams or with
the source code and diagrams stereotyped using the Conallen notation. Similarly to our
experiment, the authors considered the experience of subjects and its influence on the
treatment.
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3 Method

A controlled experiment was conducted in which participants performed up to eight main-
tenance tasks with and without traceability. The research investigated the effort and quality
differences of participants and assessed whether traceability significantly impacted them.
The data was captured through six distinct lab sessions due to space and time restric-
tions. We analyzed all data together and therefore consider our study a single controlled
experiment rather than a family of experiments (Basili et al. 1999). All factors considered
relevant were either kept constant or treated as independent variables across the sessions.
That means in particular that all subjects performed the same experiment in the same envi-
ronment, instructions to subjects were provided in written form, and each session followed
a predefined schedule. Furthermore, subjects were not allowed to interact with each other.

3.1 Participants

Our experiment involved 71 participants, 52 master-level computer science students of the
JKU Linz and 19 professionals working as developers at software companies in and around
Linz. Students were offered to credit their participation in our experiment, independently of
their performance or any other factor, as a term obligation. We offered practitioners a fixed
100e compensation for travel expenses also independently of their performance or any
other factor. We required all subjects to have at least basic experience of software develop-
ment in general and development with JAVA in particular. The participants had an average
experience of 7.1 years in software development and an average experience of 4.2 years
in development with JAVA. On average, each subject had developed software in industrial
environments for 2.8 years, though some had no industrial experience at all (30 students)
and others up to 20 years. Based on that experience data, we decided that a categorization of
participants into students and practitioners would not be a good discrimination for our data
and rather analyzed results discriminated by development experience of subjects. None of
the participants had previous knowledge of the source code used for the experiment.

3.2 Independent Variables

Our main interest was to assess whether traceability can have a significant impact on the
performance of a software maintainer if exposed to an unknown software system. In order
to ensure generalizable results, we decided to use two different software projects with dif-
ferent characteristics and to request participants to perform four different tasks per project
(removing bugs and implementing change requests). Because we expected subjects to gain
project experience with every task (learning effect), we considered the order in which a task
appeared. Finally, we expected subjects’ development experience to possibly be related to
the effect that traceability has and we decided to also consider it. All these distinctions were
considered as independent variables in our experiment and subsequent statistical evaluation.
The following paragraphs discuss each variable in depth.

Project (P) We selected tasks from two software systems: Gantt and iTrust in order to
ensure generalizability of results. GanttProject is an open-source, cross-platform tool for
project scheduling, implemented with JAVA. The tool generates Gantt charts that break
down the work structure of a project into tasks, dependencies among tasks, and milestones
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Table 1 Descriptive statistics and metrics of the software projects

Source metric Gantt iTrust

Number of files in project folder 1230 1651

Total lines of code (TLOC) 47k 15.5k

Number of classes (NOC) 626 232

Number of methods (NOM) 4570 1612

Number of packages (NOP) 51 16

Avg. method lines of code (MLOC) 5.51 5.38

Avg. depth of inheritance tree (DIT) 2.10 1.27

Max. depth of inheritance tree (DIT) 8 4

Cyclomatic complexity (VG) 1.70 1.55

Instability (RMI)a 0.44 0.31

aRMI = CE / (CA + CE), where CA (afferent coupling) measures the number of classes outside a package
that depend on classes inside the package and CE (efferent coupling) measures the number of classes inside
a package that depend on classes outside the package.

(Barashev and Thomas 2013). All the functionality of the tool deals with these charts.
We selected GanttProject for our experiment, because it represents a class of development
projects where documentation is kept to a minimum and traceability is perceived to be more
beneficial if available. One of the key developers of the GanttProject provided the necessary
requirements traces. The project can be characterized as:

– Real application, available for many years and widely used;
– Distributed, open-source development with multiple, diverse developers;
– Issue tracking system and source code repository keep track of changes and allowed for

a detailed determination of bug reports and resulting code changes.

iTrust is a web-based medical application that provides patients and other medical stake-
holders with a means to keep up with their medical records as well as to communicate
between each other. iTrust is implemented in JAVA (java server pages for user interface)
and is being developed by Williams et al. (2013) for several years. Though not an indus-
trial project, iTrust is a complete application developed and improved in 15 major revisions.
iTrust has been developed according to a regulatory code that, among other things, man-
dates rigorous documentation. Given this strong emphasis on documentation, we expected
traceability to be less beneficial. In particular, we selected iTrust for the following reasons:

– Well documented, including substantial use cases, test cases and traceability;
– Source code, in accordance to own design notes and HIPPA1 regulations;
– Use cases and source code versioned, allow determining associated changes.

Table 1 shows metrics of the two projects computed with the Eclipse Metrics plugin
(2013). The metrics in the upper half of the table show that both projects are industrial size

1The U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) contains a privacy rule,
which regulates the use and disclosure of Protected Health Information (PHI). PHI is any information held
by a covered entity, which concerns health status, provision of health care, or payment for health care that
can be linked to an individual (HIPPA 1996).
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and that Gantt is roughly three times larger than iTrust. We selected four additional met-
rics in order to measure the maintainability and complexity of both systems’ source code.
The average method lines of code metric (MLOC) captures the average length of a method
across all methods of a system. Lengthy methods are considered harder to comprehend and
to maintain. The depth of inheritance tree metric (DIT) counts the number of base classes
for a class or a structure. Larger DIT values indicate more complex and harder maintainable
code. The cyclomatic complexity metric (VG) aggregates across all methods of a system
the number of decisions their code contains. Methods with a VG value above 15 are com-
monly considered hard to understand and hard to maintain. Finally, the instability metric
(RMI) is an indicator of a package’s resilience to change, ranging from 0 to 1. An RMI
value of 0 indicates a stable package, while a value of 1 indicates an instable package. Insta-
ble packages are considered harder to maintain. All four metrics suggest well-structured
and maintainable source code within both selected systems. However, the metrics also indi-
cate that Gantt is slightly more difficult to maintain than iTrust, which correlates with our
subjective opinion.
Task (Tk) altogether, the experiment included eight distinct tasks: four tasks for Gantt (sub-
sequently referred to as tasks Gantt A to D) and four tasks for iTrust (iTrust A to D).
The tasks represent maintenance activities that previously occurred in these projects (see
Table 2). For both systems, we selected from a pool of possible tasks so that the change or
problem was related to the tool’s functionality and was understandable without knowledge
of the working tool. We also made sure that the tasks involved no tool-specific techniques
or libraries. For Gantt we selected bug reports from the issue tracking system and provided
them unchanged to the participants. For iTrust we compared old versions of the use case
specification with the current one and selected single change requests (see Table 2). iTrust
tasks contained the original use case description and highlighted the required change or
extension. While bug fixes and feature extensions do have different goals, the realization
process to be followed by a developer not familiar with the source code is comparable. For
both types of tasks, our participants had to understand the task to be solved, had then to
explore the source code in order to identify the relevant part to be changed, and finally had
to fill-in their solution into the questionnaire.

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the iTrust D task description as presented to the partici-
pants, the traces that were provided to them if the task was to be executed with traces, and
a correct solution given by one subject. The task consists of the description of use case
UC8, which had been expanded between Sep 7–16, 2009 with an additional sub-flow S2.
Subjects were asked to describe necessary changes to the source code for implementing
that change.

For each task, Table 2 also list the number of traces available for the traceability treat-
ment, i.e., subjects performing the task with traces. For the tasks we were assigning to
subjects, traceability was supposed to support stakeholders in identifying the source rele-
vant for a given task, but not in implementing and testing their solution. For that reason, we
decided that participants were not required to implement changes, but to identify the arti-
facts to be changed and to describe required changes in a structured questionnaire. Figure 1c
shows a correct solution to the iTrust D task in the structured questionnaire given by one of
the participants. By implementing the experiment that way, we focused our measurements
on the relevant part of a task solution process and participants were able to solve more tasks
in the given time span.

Traceability (Tr) Traces were either available to a subject on a particular task (with traces)
or were not available (no traces). By trace we refer to an explicit connection between two
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Table 2 Overview of all tasks and the number of provided traces per task

Task ID Brief task description [task reference] Tracesa

Gantt A Fix bug: New, unsaved chart discarded after canceling Save (select 5

folder, filename) dialogue box

[Gantt issue tracker id: 1755404]

B Fix bug: Finish-Finish relations are saved as Finish-Start relations 2

[Gantt issue tracker ids: 1018957, 1115471]

C Fix bug: Save works as Save As for new project: file chooser 5

dialogue appears again, though the project has been properly

saved before

[Gantt issue tracker id: 1364493]

D Fix bug: Only project files with lowercase *.gan filename 8

extensions are accepted under Windows

[Gantt issue tracker id: 2006796]

iTrust A New feature: list prescription as current prescription if 18

OLD:{prescribed within the last 90 days} → NEW:{end date of the

prescription is within the last 91 days}
[iTrust UC21: “View emergency electronic health record”, ver 14.1,

original change: Oct. 22, 2008]

B New feature: add information whether family members suffer(ed) 12

from heart disease

[iTrust UC9: “View records”, ver 13, original change: Oct. 15, 2008]

C New feature: add Poliovirus immunization when checking for 7

needed immunizations

[iTrust UC17: “Proactively Determine Needed Patient Care”,

ver 14, original change: Oct. 19, 2008]:

D New feature: add functionality to sort access log by role 4

of accessor

[iTrust UC8: “View Access Log”, ver 16, original change: Sep 7–16,

2009]

Full task descriptions can be found in the replication package and the project repositories
aNumber of traces that were available to subjects performing the task with traces

development artifacts created by a subject matter expert. In our experiment, traces related
requirements to the source code that was implementing them. Gantt tasks consisted of a
bug description to be fixed. If the subject was asked to solve a Gantt task with traces, we
provided traces available for the features impacted by the bug to be fixed. Traces were
relating features to methods within the JAVA source code. Gantt traces were labeled in
the experimenting tool with the feature name and the related JAVA method name (see left
upper window on Fig. 2). iTrust tasks consisted of full use case descriptions with parts to be
changed highlighted in the text (see Fig. 1a). On iTrust, traces related use cases scenarios to
JAVA methods and to Java Server Pages within the source code (see Fig. 1b). If the subject
was asked to solve an iTrust task with traces, all traces available for the use case to be
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(a) iTrust D task description

(b) iTrust D traces

(c) Correct solution to iTrust D

Fig. 1 Task description, provided traces, and sample of a correct solution given by one of the participants
for iTrust D

changed were provided to the subject. Traces were labeled with the name of the use case
scenario and the source code element they related. Traces were provided as they had been
created by the original developers. We checked all traces for correctness and completeness

Fig. 2 The experimenting tool and its major features
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and found no issues related to our tasks. The quality of traces should reflect the state-of-
the practice for projects that chose to capture them. The number of available traces per task
is shown in Table 2. The traces available to a subject did not merely restrict to the source
code locations that had to be changed, meaning that they were not equal to the solution of a
task and instead also traced to various other code locations implementing functionality of a
use case or feature (traces and tasks are available as Electronic Supplementary Material to
this paper). The only exception is the iTrust D task (see Fig. 1). iTrust D required a cross-
cutting change to the system, spanning from the user interface to the data access layer and
therefore impacted all source code implementing use case UC8. However, there was no hint
for a subject indicating that all four code locations required changes.

Task Order (O) Tasks were assigned to subjects in different orders to avoid bias (assignment
procedure discussed in Section 3.4). We thus captured the sequential order in which a task
was presented to a subject as an independent variable. This variable is encoded as a factor
with eight levels: Prj1/Tk1, Prj1/Tk2, . . . , Prj2/Tk4.

Development Experience (E) This variable captures the software development experience
of a subject in general and is measured to the closest year. As students without industry
experience can still have varying development experience, we asked each participant for
both, her or his software development experience in general and her or his industrial devel-
opment experience. On average, subjects had an extra 4.6 years of development experience
that was not gained in industry. We decided to use the general development experience of
subjects instead of their industry experience as an independent variable, because 30 students
had no industry experience at all, but very diverging general experience. For experienced
subjects, both measures are offset but correlated.

3.3 Dependent Variable

This study had one main dependent variable, the performance of subjects working on a
maintenance task, which has been operationalized by two measures: time and correct-
ness. The time to solve a task was measured in seconds by the experimenting tool (see
Section 3.5). We decided to measure the correctness of a solution as a factor with three lev-
els: incorrect, partly correct, and fully correct. Since tasks were based on real changes, we
knew the solution chosen by the original developers. We accepted alternative solutions, if
they removed the bug or led to the desired result. For bugs, we considered a solution correct
if it removed the problem, partly correct if the bug was localized but the provided solution
would not or not entirely have removed it, and incorrect otherwise. All alternative solutions
to remove a bug were localized within a few lines of code and therefore unproblematic to
judge. For example, for the Gantt D task, where chart files with uppercase filename exten-
sion were not recognized by the Gantt tool (see Table 2), some subjects proposed to convert
the file extension string to lowercase before comparison, while others proposed to ignore
the case during comparison. Both solutions were accepted as correct. For feature exten-
sions, we considered a solution correct if it realized the desired new functionality entirely,
partly correct if the code to be extended was localized but the extension was not complete,
and incorrect otherwise. Alternative solutions proposed by subjects were, for example, to
include the functionality to be added directly into an existing method instead of creating
and calling a new method as done by the original developers. We accepted both solutions as
correct. We avoided controversial tasks and improved the task selection regarding that issue
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through several pilot studies. The same grader scored all provided solutions. Thus, the per-
formance measures of the experiment were the level of correctness that a solution had and
the time required to provide that solution.

In addition to the performance of subjects as main dependent variable, we also captured
subjects’ workflows and their navigation strategies for solving a task as secondary measures.
The workflow was operationalized as time that a subject spent for solving a task on three
categories of documents: the description of a task (task description), source code that was
irrelevant for solving a task (irrelevant source code), and source code that was relevant for
solving a task (relevant source code). The navigation strategy was operationalized as how
often each of the following four navigation types within the experimenting tool were applied
by a subject: double click on an item in the project’s file tree (tree), click on a trace in the
project’s trace list (trace), click on a retrieved file in the results list of the search functionality
(search), and navigating through tabs of open files (tab). The aim of those two measures
was understanding whether and how available traceability would impact the way in which
a subject was solving a task.

Furthermore, we captured the difficulty in which a task was perceived by a subject as
qualitative measure. The goal of this measure was to understand whether and how available
traceability would impact how difficult a subject perceives a task and whether or not this
perception correlates with the measured performance of a subject.

3.4 Experimental Design

In order to control for individual differences in performance, the experiment employed a
2× 2× 4× 4 factorial design (Box et al. 2005). Four tasks were defined for each of the two
projects, each task was presented in one of four possible orders, and each task was presented
with and without traceability.

Participants were randomly assigned to experimental conditions, but in such a way that
every participant had equally experienced each level of the independent variables project,
task, and traceability. That is, she/he had been assigned to all four tasks of both projects,
she/he either started with the four Gantt or the four iTrust tasks, and per project she/he
performed two tasks with and two without provided traceability.

3.5 Experimenting Tool

In order to have control of what participants could do during the experiment and to capture
all their actions, we implemented a specific editor tool using C#. We considered the advan-
tages and disadvantages of utilizing a standard IDE (like Eclipse or Microsoft Visual Studio)
and decided against it as we could not ensure that all subjects would be equally experienced
in using the selected IDE, creating a possible bias in the results. Furthermore, a custom tool
allowed us to fully control the experiment and to reduce the tool’s functionality to what we
considered relevant for evaluating traceability’s effect for performing maintenance tasks,
which we could not ensure for a standard IDE.

The developed tool was a text editor with development support (see Fig. 2). It provided
a tree selector for browsing the project structure and opening files, multiple open files were
supported through tabs, and the content of files was syntax highlighted (JAVA and JSP).
Additionally, users could conveniently search either across all files of a project or within a
selected file. Traces were provided in a separate window above the tree selector and were
labeled with the names of the artifacts they were connecting (e.g., UC1[S1] − > GetVis-
itRemindersAction.java : getVisitReminders()). A click on a trace opened the related source
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code file and highlighted the traced part. Furthermore, traces were highlighted in the file
tree (see Fig. 2). The editor also controlled the experiment. Once, a task was started, its arti-
facts were displayed, i.e., the task description, the project file tree, and the captured traces,
if the task was to be performed with traceability, were shown. As the tool controlled the
experiment, we could capture exactly how much time a subject spent on a particular task.
Furthermore, we captured how a subject explored a project in order to solve a task. That
means we captured each artifact that a subject visited (source code artifact or task descrip-
tion), how she or he navigated to the artifact (through a trace, through the file browser,
through a search, or by switching open tabs), and for how long the artifact was visited.

3.6 Procedure and Material

Material A packet of material was provided to each participant, explaining the goal of the
experiment, the nature of tasks, and how to capture results within the provided question-
naire. The material further gave a short introduction into the experimenting tool (used by all
subjects regards of experiment setup) and the selected projects. For GanttProject, the mate-
rial briefly described the tool and its functionality (all taken from Barashev and Thomas
2013), including two screenshots of the tool. For iTrust, the material also described the func-
tionality of the tool, provided a glossary of abbreviations used within use case scenarios,
showed brief design notes and four screenshots with different views of the application (all
taken from Williams et al. 2013). In all, the documentation for the iTrust system was more
elaborate than the documentation for the GanttProject system. All material was provided in
English. More details on tasks, the questionnaire, and the experimenting tool can be found
in the Electronic Supplementary Material to this paper.

Introduction We spent 20 min going step by step through the material. The introduction
further comprised instruction in the use of the experimenting tool and two practice exercises
with the experimenting tool distinct from the experimental tasks. After the exercises, each
participant had to complete the first part of the questionnaire, gathering information about
her/his development experience, prior knowledge of the source code of our two projects and
experience in using traceability (see Section 3.1).

Tasks The main part of the experiment contained the administration of up to eight experi-
mental tasks. We allowed up to two hours for working on these tasks. Participants were told
they had to successfully solve the tasks if possible, i.e., correctness of the solution was their
goal. Relevant independent variables were controlled and each performed task was consid-
ered to be independent. Therefore, it was not mandatory that subjects were working on all
tasks. The experimenting tool controlled the appearance of tasks (see Section 3.4 on assign-
ment details). Once, a subject decided to stop working on a task it was not possible for
her/him to go back to that task in order to control learning effects. In pilot studies we found
that subjects needed an average of 10–15 min to solve a task. Therefore, we considered a
working period of up to 30 min on a task sufficient for the vast majority of participants
(Section 5 will revisit that assumption). In order to avoid that subjects would solely focus
on a single task throughout the whole experiment, the tool stopped their work after 30 min
and required the next task to be started. For each task, the participants had to capture their
changes in the questionnaire that provided templates for capturing changes (see Fig. 1c).
Figure 1c shows a correct solution to task iTrust D. The participant performed iTrust D as
her or his second task and captured along with all necessary changes to the source code,
the time she/he spent on the task and the perceived difficulty. The manually captured time
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was only meant as a backup and for cross-comparing the data captured by the tool. How-
ever, this backup was never needed. A check showed that the tool worked properly for all
participants and so the time measured by the tool was used for analysis.

Debriefing At the end of the experiment we required each participant to fill in a short
debriefing and feedback section of the questionnaire. That part captured whether or not
the participant felt supported through traceability in solving the tasks and captured general
feedback and suggestions regarding traceability and the experimenting tool.

4 Results

A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted to determine the effect of
the independent variables on the compound dependent variable performance. All statistics
were performed with the R environment (R Project 2013). Multivariate normality of the
captured data was tested using the multivariate version of the Shapiro-Wilk test (W = 0.99,
p − value = 0.08). The test indicated a lack of evidence that the assumption of normal-
ity was violated. Since our data was normally distributed, a Bartlett test could be used to
check homogeneity of variance within the continuous time data (Bartlett’s K2 = 1.69,
p − value = 0.19). The test indicated a lack of evidence that the assumption of variance
homogeneity was violated. Based on those preparations, MANOVA was considered to be
an appropriate analysis technique for the given problem.

An initial statistical model describing a subject’s performance, measured by time to and
correctness of solution, was fitted by inclusion of all independent variables and all possible
interactions between the independent variables. An interaction between two factors exists if
the effect of one factor depends on the levels of the second factor. Following the principle of
parsimony and the model simplification procedure proposed by Crawley (2002), which state
that a simpler model should be preferred over a more complex model if fitting data equally
well, the initial model was simplified by stepwise removal of non-significant interaction
terms from the initial model. Eventually, we obtained the following simplified model:

y ∼ T r + P + T k +O + E + T r : T k + T r : O (1)

The variable y refers to the dependent variable performance that is composed of time and
correctness (see Section 3.3). The simplified model contains two interactions between fac-
tors, the first between traces and task (T r : T k) and the second between traces and task order
(T r : O). Table 3 presents the result of three model analyses, the multivariate MANOVA
and the ongoing univariate ANOVAs, all computed for the simplified model. The univari-
ate ANOVAs were computed in order to analyze, which individual influence a factor on the
time and the correctness of a solution had.

From top to bottom, the rows of the table show statistical measures for the five inde-
pendent variables as well as the two remaining interactions that have been identified as
significant sources of variation. The second column of the table shows the degree of free-
dom for each variable and interaction. The third to fifth columns summarize the results
of the computed MANOVA. We decided to apply Wilks’ λ as test statistics for assessing
whether there are statistically significant differences between the independent variables and
the linear combination of the dependent variables, because the quantity 1− λ gives the pro-
portion of generalized variance in the dependent variables explained by the model and so
allows to quantify each effect. That is, the smaller the value of λ for an independent vari-
able or interaction the more variation in the linear combination of the dependent variables
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Table 3 Summary of multivariate and univariate analyses of variance (n = 461)

Source of Df Multivariate analysis of variance Univariate analyses of variance

variation Performance Time Correctness

Wilks’ λ appr. F Pr(>F) F Pr(>F) F Pr(>F)

Indep. variables

Traces (Tr) 1 0.83 42.41 *** 32.25 *** 33.89 ***

Project (P) 1 0.97 7.32 *** 3.47 * 8.34 **

Task (Tk) 7 0.83 7.09 *** 44.24 *** 13.97 **

Task order (O) 7 0.76 9.05 *** 81.61 *** 8.53 n.s.

Experience (E) 3 0.90 7.62 *** 3.40 n.s. 34.17 ***

Interactions

Tr x Tk 7 0.92 2.67 *** 9.53 n.s. 18.82 **

Tr x O 7 0.95 1.74 * 3.43 * 5.84 n.s.

Significance codes for Pr(>F): > 0 ‘***’; > 0.001 ‘**’; > 0.01 ‘*’; > 0.025 ‘n.s.’ (non significant)

it explains. The columns six, seven, eight and nine show results of two univariate analyses
of variance (ANOVA) for each dependent variable that were conducted as follow-up tests to
the MANOVA. Using the Bonferroni method for controlling Type I error rates for multiple
comparisons, both ANOVAs were tested at a α = 0.025 significance level. The following
subsections discuss in-depth the effect of each independent variable and contain figures and
tables that quantify effects.

4.1 Traceability (Tr) and Project (P)

This subsection discusses the effects of the independent variables traceability and project
on the performance of subjects. The statistical tests show that traceability significantly
effects on how a subject overall performs for a particular task (see row “traces” of Table 3:
Wilks ′λ = 0.83, F = 42.41,∗∗∗) as well as separately on the time she or he spent to com-
plete the task and the correctness she or he achieved for the task. The project to which a task
belongs also significantly affects the overall performance of subjects (see row “project” of
Table 3: Wilks ′λ = 0.97,F = 7.32,∗∗∗), though the value of Wilks ′λ = 0.97 shows that
the project variable accounts for only 3 % of the variance in the results compared to 17 %
of variance explained through the variable traces.

Figure 3a compares the times that participants spend on tasks with and without trace-
ability as box plots for all performed tasks (left); and separately for tasks performed on the
Gantt project (middle) and the iTrust project (right). Similarly, Fig. 3b compares the overall
correctness reached by participants and the correctness per project as bar plot. Each bar visu-
alizes the percentages of correct solutions (dark grey area), partly correct solutions (light
grey area), and incorrect solutions (white area) to a task in comparison to all solutions. The
numbers below boxes and bars reflect the count of tasks aggregated in the particular group.
For the same three groups (All tasks, Gantt tasks, iTrust tasks), Table 4 presents the mean
and the standard deviation of time spent on performing a task (mean (sd)), the difference in
mean values between both treatments in percentage of the treatment without traces (diff),
the percentage of correct solutions that subjects created for particular tasks (Correct tasks),
and the difference in correct replies between both treatments in percentage of the treatment
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Fig. 3 Performance of subjects with and without traceability across all performed tasks and per project

without traces (diff). The last column shows how difficult subjects perceived tasks per group
on average. Perceived difficulty is presented as four level factor (very easy [−2,−1), easy
[−1,0), hard [0,1), very hard [1,2]) and as computed mean value in brackets.

A comparison of all performed tasks shows that subjects working without traceability
spent on average 889 s working on a task, while subjects working with traceability spent
on average only 678 s working on a task. That means that on average traceability facilitated
a 24 % faster task completion. Comparing the correctness of performed tasks, we found
that participants working without traceability created 50 % correct solutions, while partici-
pants working with traceability created on average 74 % correct solutions. That means that
traceability facilitates 50 % more correct solutions to a task. Furthermore, we found that
subjects working with traceability perceived their task easier than those working without
that support.

We compared time and correctness separately for Gantt and iTrust tasks. Regarding time,
we found that subjects working with traceability spent on average slightly more time for
completing a Gantt (692 s) vs. an iTrust task (665 s). For subjects working without trace-
ability, we found a similar effect, but with a larger difference in times (Gantt (946 s) vs.
iTrust (833 s)). Regarding correctness, subjects with traceability created 73 % (Gantt) and
75 % (iTrust) correct solutions for the tasks. The difference is considerably larger for sub-
jects working without traceability, which created 41 % correct solutions for Gantt tasks vs.
58 % correct solutions to iTrust tasks. In summary, the differing project and task charac-
teristics mainly effect subjects without traceability, while subjects with traceability perform
almost equally (time and correctness) for both projects (compare also Fig. 3a and b).

Table 4 Performance of subjects across all tasks and per project

Project (P) Traces Time [s] Correct tasks Perceived

(Tr) Mean (sd) diff [%] diff difficulty

Both No 889 (420) −24 % 50 50 % Hard (0.30)

With 678 (347) 74 Easy (−0.33)

Gantt No 946 (449) −27 % 41 80 % Hard (0.61)

With 692 (400) 73 Easy (−0.14)

iTrust No 833 (383) −20 % 58 29 % Easy (−0.01)

With 665 (287) 75 Easy (−0.51)
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4.2 Task (Tk)

The statistical tests show that the kind of task significantly affects a subjects overall perfor-
mance (see row “task” in Table 3: Wilks ′λ = 0.83, F = 7.09,∗ ∗ ∗) as well as separately
the time spent on the task and the achieved correctness. Figure 4a compares the times that
participants spent on tasks with and without traceability separately for the eight different
tasks. Similarly, Fig. 4b compares the correctness that participants reached with and without
traceability per type of task. Finally, Table 5 presents descriptive statistics.

Especially, when comparing the results of different task types it is important to recog-
nize that time and correctness are dependent. Someone who is solving a task correctly may
require more time than someone who fails in solving a task. Regarding differences in time
between tasks, subjects working with traceability completed their work, except for Gantt A,
15 % to 46 % faster than those performing the same tasks without traceability. For Gantt A
they performed 1 % slower. The specific of the bug report used in Gantt A was that a multi-
level, logical construct had to be understood in order to fix it. Subjects spent a long time on
understanding that construct in order to create a correct solution. Especially, in comparison
with correctness, showing 81 % vs. 39 % correct solutions created for Gantt A, we infer
that subjects without traceability on average used less time, because many of them failed to
identify the problem correctly.

Assessing correctness of solutions for the different kinds of task shows that subjects
working with traceability created, except for iTrust B and C, 2 % to 188 % more fully
correct solutions to tasks than those subjects working without traceability. For the iTrust
B and C tasks, subjects created an almost equal number of fully correct solutions (0 %
and −1 % difference). Though, for both tasks the combined percentage of partly and fully
correct solutions is larger for the group working with traceability (see Fig. 4b) and subjects
working with traceability were 17 % and 15 % faster respectively.

The results show that the level of achieved correctness is not only significantly dependent
on the availability of traceability, but also on the type of task. Our statistical tests identified
that interaction between traceability and kind of task to significantly affect the performance
of subjects (see row “Tr x Tk” in Table 3: Wilks ′λ = 0.92, F = 2.67,∗∗∗). The univariate
analysis shows that the effect restricts to correctness only and does not significantly influ-
ence the time spent on a task. The finding is that the gain in speed through traceability is
independent of the kind of task for our experiment, but whether and how big a gain in cor-
rectness through traceability is, depends on the kind of task. That means that for some tasks
traceability considerably improves correctness, while for other tasks it does not.

We analyzed the navigation strategy employed by subjects for solving a task. By navi-
gation we refer to the way in which a subject did open files or navigated among open files
through tabs. All subjects were able to navigate by three means: double clicking on a file
name in the tree selector (tree), clicking on a file name retrieved by a search (search), and
clicking on a tab containing an already opened file (tab). Additionally, for tasks solved with
available traceability, subjects could click on a trace. Figure 4c shows a bar plot with the dis-
tribution of these four means of navigation in relation to all performed navigations per task.
The analyzed and depicted values are mean percentages of navigation types referring to all
solved tasks aggregated as bar. The number below each bar reflects the average number of
navigations across all tasks aggregated in the bar.

The plot shows that for tasks where traceability was available to subjects that traceability
was used for 23–60 % of the navigations depending on the task. Traces were the favorite way
of navigation for the subject having them available. Subjects working without traceability
replace the missing trace navigation with searches (36–53 %). For tasks with traceability, the
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Fig. 4 Performance of subjects per task type
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Table 5 Performance of subjects per type of task

Task (Tk) Traces Time [s] Correctness [%] Perceived

(Tr) Mean (sd) diff Correct diff difficulty

Gantt A No 978 (379) 1 % 39 105 % Very hard (1.04)

With 984 (412) 81 Hard (0.69)

Gantt B No 1090 (462) −34 % 32 91 % Very hard (1.14)

With 718 (366) 62 Hard (0.00)

Gantt C No 959 (452) −26 % 58 2 % Hard (0.50)

With 706 (353) 59 Hard (0.11)

Gantt D No 698 (433) −46 % 30 188 % Easy (−0.41)

With 376 (164) 88 Very easy (−1.22)

iTrust A No 794 (354) −24 % 59 42 % Easy (−0.36)

With 603 (277) 83 Easy (−0.90)

iTrust B No 846 (455) −17 % 67 0 % Hard (0.07)

With 702 (377) 67 Easy (−0.54)

iTrust C No 841 (387) −15 % 74 −1 % Hard (0.07)

With 711 (266) 73 Easy (−0.40)

iTrust D No 855 (333) −24 % 28 174 % Hard (0.20)

With 648 (219) 77 Easy (−0.21)

search functionality has also been used, but to a much smaller extent (1–23 %). Navigation
from the file tree has been used by subjects without traceability for 13–27 % and by subjects
with traceability for 6–20 % of all navigations. The availability of traceability seems to
be largely irrelevant for that type of navigation. Subjects without traceability applied tab
navigation for 25–39 % of their navigations and subjects with traceability for 16–45 % of
their navigations. Except for Gantt B, subjects with traceability used less tab navigation than
those without traceability. In search for an explanation, we found that subjects regularly
used traces also to focus files which were open already. That fact explains the lower number
of tab navigations.

We also analyzed the amount of time that subjects spent on the three document cate-
gories: the task description, files that required a change in order to solve a task (relevant
code), and files that were not required to be updated in order to solve a task (irrelevant code).
Figure 4d shows the distribution of time spent on these types of document in relation to the
overall time for solving a task. The number below each bar reflects the average time spent
on a task across all tasks aggregated in the bar. The plot shows that across all tasks, sub-
jects working with traceability spent more time (29 % Gantt A–458 % Gantt B) on relevant
code than subjects working without traceability. Subjects working without traceability spent
on most tasks considerably more time on irrelevant code. In relation to the performance of
subjects, these results show that a faster and more correct task completion of subjects with
traceability correlates with more time spent on relevant code.

Furthermore, the plot shows that the time spent on reading and understanding a task
description is largely independent from whether subjects were working with or without
traceability and also from the type of task, but it is clearly dependent on the project. For
iTrust tasks, subjects spent almost half of their time on the task description. One explanation
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is that Gantt tasks consisted of fewer text (bug descriptions filed to the issue tracking sys-
tem), while iTrust tasks consisted of a whole and extensive use case description with some
marked text indicating the change and subjects required more time to understand the task.
Furthermore, subjects used the use case description of iTrust tasks for program comprehen-
sion. That explanation correlates with the observation that subjects working on iTrust tasks
more frequently viewed the task description and that terms from the use case description
were used for searches. These results also correlate with the lower gain in speed and cor-
rectness through traceability for iTrust compared to Gantt. The extensive amount of time
spent on the task description seems to actually lower the effect of traceability.

4.3 Task Order (O)

This subsection focuses on the effect that the order in which a task was presented to a subject
had on the performance of that subject for the particular task. The statistical tests show that
the task order significantly affects a subjects’ overall performance (see row “task order”
in Table 3: Wilks ′λ = 0.76, F = 9.05,∗ ∗ ∗). Univariate analyses show that this effect
restricts to the time spent on a task. The effect on correctness is not significant, meaning
that the first task solved was considerably slower than the remaining ones.

Figure 5a and b compare the time spent on tasks and the correctness achieved, sepa-
rated into the first to eight task solved by subjects (four tasks performed on the first project
and four tasks performed on the second project). Table 6 presents descriptive statistics
aggregated by task order.

Subjects spent considerably more time on the first task per project, compared to the other
performed tasks. That is the learning and familiarization effect we expected, but that effect is
relatively independent from the traceability treatment as the statistical test suggests and the
time differences within the table show. Focusing on correctness of solutions, it is interesting
that tasks with traceability were solved with an almost constant quality of 70 %–83 % fully
correct solutions, while a task performed without traceability seems to become more often
fully correct the later it is performed in the task order. The statistical tests identified that
interaction between traceability and task order to significantly effect the performance of
subjects (see row “Tr x O” in Table 3: Wilks ′λ = 0.95, F = 1.74,∗). The univariate
analysis shows that the effect restricts to time only and does not significantly influence the
correctness achieved for a task. The finding is that the gain in speed through traceability is
dependent on whether the task was performed as first or later task. The gain in correctness
through traceability does not significantly dependent on whether a task was performed as
first or later task by a subject.

Figure 5c shows the distribution of navigation types in relation to the order in which a
subject solved it. Subjects working without traceability navigated on later tasks more often
through searches than on the first performed task per project (except Prj2/Tk3). Accord-
ingly, these subjects navigate on later tasks less often by tree and less often by tab. Subjects
working with traceability apply on later tasks more trace and more search navigation (except
Prj1/Tk3). Similar to the subjects working without traceability that difference results from
less tree navigation and less tab navigation.

The data shows that subjects adopt the more sophisticated navigation functionality
(trace and search) only slightly less on the first task. That finding is interesting for trace-
ability as it demonstrates that subjects were using it right away from the first task they
solved (implying a low learning curve). We also found that especially the first task per
project, if performed without traceability, required more navigations than the remaining
ones.
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(b) Correctness distribution of solutions depending on the order in which a task was performed
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(c) Average navigation type usage depending on the order in which a task was performed
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Fig. 5 Performance of subjects in relation to the order in which a task was presented

Figure 5d shows the effort distribution across document types in relation to the order
in which a task was solved by a subject. The plot shows very small differences across
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Table 6 Performance of subjects for tasks, grouped according to the order in which a task was presented to
the subject

Task Traces Time [s] Correct tasks Perceived

order (O) (Tr) Mean (sd) diff [%] diff difficulty

Prj1/Tk1 No 1310 (368) −26 % 29 141 % Hard (0.94)

With 968 (381) 70 Easy (−0.29)

Prj1/Tk2 No 900 (406) −17 % 51 40 % hard (0.12)

With 743 (401) 72 Easy (−0.53)

Prj1/Tk3 No 794 (427) −15 % 61 22 % Easy (−0.1)

With 677 (351) 75 Easy (−0.46)

Prj1/Tk4 No 897 (344) −36 % 62 21 % Hard (0.33)

With 572 (234) 76 Easy (−0.33)

Prj2/Tk1 No 911 (381) −26 % 42 81 % Hard (0.79)

With 670 (272) 77 Hard (0.03)

Prj2/Tk2 No 644 (270) −7 % 41 74 % Easy (−0.04)

With 601 (347) 72 Hard (0.00)

Prj2/Tk3 No 719 (362) −29 % 53 57 % Hard (0.18)

With 513 (209) 83 Easy (−0.61)

Prj2/Tk4 No 558 (259) −5 % 77 −6 % Easy (−0.73)

With 528 (275) 72 Easy (−0.44)

the performed tasks with and without traceability. Considering the trend that the time
for performing a task becomes lower with each task a subject performs, the time dis-
tribution across the document types shows that subjects spent less time on all three
kinds of document, as opposed to spending less time on irrelevant code as one might
suspect.

4.4 Experience (E)

This subsection focuses on the effect that the experience of subjects had on their perfor-
mance, possibly in interaction with traceability. The statistical tests show that experience
significant affects a subjects’ overall performance (see row “experience” in Table 3:
Wilks ′λ = 0.90, F = 7.62,∗ ∗ ∗) and also separately the correctness achieved for a task.
That means that more experienced subjects solved tasks more correctly, independent of the
availability of traceability.

The Fig. 6a and b compare time and correctness of performed tasks separated into
four groups of development experience. We decided for those four groups while aim-
ing for a comprehensible number of groups and aiming for an almost equally dis-
tributed number of subjects per group (14 students with 1–3 years of experience, 19
students/1 practitioner with 4–6 years of experience, 15 students/7 practitioners with
7–9 years of experience, and 4 students/11 practitioners with more than 9 years of expe-
rience). Table 7 presents descriptive statistics aggregated by the same four groups of
experience.

We can observe a trend showing that with growing experience the difference in correct-
ness between tasks solved with and without traceability is shrinking, while the difference in
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Fig. 6 Performance of subjects in relation to their development experience

time stays almost equal. That observation suggests that subjects with more experience cre-
ate more correct solutions by default and therefore gain less support through traceability.
However, independently of their experience all subjects benefited from traceability in terms
of speed and correctness.

Figure 6c shows the distribution of navigation types in relation to the experience of
the subjects that were performing the task. The figure shows a tendency, independent of
available traceability, that more experienced subjects did use searches more frequently
for navigating and so replace tree navigation, which is more frequently used by less
experienced subjects. However, traceability navigation appears to largely replace search-
based navigation when available and its frequency of use is almost independent of
experience.

Table 7 Performance of subjects on tasks grouped according to their development experience

Experience Traces Time [s] Correct tasks Perceived

(E) [years] (Tr) Mean (sd) diff [%] diff difficulty

1–3 No 954 (357) −23 % 24 136 % Very hard (1.02)

With 739 (328) 57 Hard (0.13)

4–6 No 879 (431) −16 % 39 68 % Hard (0.25)

With 735 (413) 66 Easy (−0.16)

7–9 No 906 (441) −26 % 60 35 % Hard (0.03)

With 667 (310) 81 Easy (−0.57)

10–25 No 834 (417) −30 % 65 33 % Hard (0.15)

With 583 (309) 87 Easy (−0.52)
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Figure 6d shows the effort distribution across document types in relation to the expe-
rience of the subject that was performing the task. For subjects working with traceability,
the plot shows no significant differences. For subjects working without traceability, the plot
shows that more experienced subjects spent more time on relevant code and less time on
irrelevant code.

Figure 7 compares time and correctness of performed tasks separated for students and
practitioners. We decided to categorize subjects based on their development experience
rather than based on whether they are a student or a practitioner, because we found the
experience to be more descriptive (see Section 3.1). However, for experiments with stu-
dents usually the question arises how realistic their participation is. The figures shows that
practitioners on average performed faster and more correct on a task than students, but both
groups experienced an almost equal gain in speed and correctness. Suggesting again that
the effect of traceability exists independently of a subject’s experience.

4.5 Qualitative Feedback

In the debriefing section of the questionnaire, we asked participants whether they felt
supported by traceability in performing the tasks on which it was available. All but two par-
ticipants replied that they felt supported. Several subjects underlined the ticked “yes” box
or put “very” behind it.

We also asked whether and how they would improve the provided traceability and if they
had comments on the experiment. Half of the participants (32 out of 71) replied on that
question. The replies fall into three categories: traceability, tasks, and tool.

Traceability In their comments, multiple participants positively referred to traceability
in general, for example, “[traceability] really helped me”, “with traces available, I found the
code sufficiently documented and have no improvement suggestions.”, “[traceability] put
my focus on the relevant parts [of the code] and prevented me from wasting my time
with understanding irrelevant code”, and “traceability made solving the tasks much easier”.
One subject suggested an additional trace for Gantt. Two subjects referred to the fact
that all traces for a use case (iTrust) or a feature (Gantt) were provided and not
only the ones that were need to solve the task: “I had the feeling that not
every trace was really needed to solve the task” and “traceability was not
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always accurate enough”. One subject found “iTrust traces more helpful than
Gantt traces”. Several participants requested additional documentation for the provided
traces, for example, “Sometimes traces confused me. It would be nice to have comments for
them.”, “provide comments for traces”, and “provide an overview and information on traced
methods”. Other improvement suggestions were: “trace more directly to the impacted code
and not only to a method’s corpus”, “trace and highlight previous edits to the code”, and
“show hierarchy in the traces according to the call hierarchy of the traced methods”.

Tasks Three replies referred specifically to the given tasks. Two of them referred to the
difficulty of the tasks “the tasks were very complicated for me” and “I’m programming
for 4 years, but I’m not experienced with such large systems.” Similar to the replies that
requested explanation and documentation on traces, on participant requested more com-
ments in the code: “The traceability was helpful, but it is hard to understand a new system.
More comments [in the code] would be helpful.”

Tool Multiple participants suggested tool improvements, for example, “allow to search
within the traced code only” and “provide a visual overview of documents and highlight rel-
evant regions”. Several participants requested more advanced IDE functionality like “show
call hierarchy like in Eclipse” and “jump to declaration and references of a method and
show an outline of the current class”.

5 Threats to Validity

This section discusses what is considered to be the most important threats to the validity of
the experiment.

5.1 External Validity

Our experiment shows results of subjects with a wide spread of development experiences,
allowing us to draw conclusions for that population. Both employed projects were imple-
mented in JAVA and though not expected, effects might be different for other programming
languages. We tried to keep the other aspects of the experiment as realistic and redundant
as possible, applying two projects, using four tasks per project and having different kinds of
tasks (bug reports vs. feature requests). Projects, tasks and traces have been used in the orig-
inal state as taken from the projects’ repositories. Focusing on the tasks that we selected,
our results show that all are neither easy nor unsolvable. We had on average 28 % to 88 %
correct solutions for the different tasks with and without traceability. They represent a type
of tasks that is understandable without a deep knowledge of the project and our results are
only generalizable for that kind of tasks. Nonetheless, we believe that this would be the type
of tasks that professionals joining an unknown project would most likely be exposed to,
creating an overall representative scenario for maintenance tasks with available traceability.
More complex tasks are likely given to professionals who are familiar with the system and
who are also likely not to benefit as much from traceability.

5.2 Internal Validity

To decrease variability in knowledge across participants we provided an introductory tuto-
rial. The written form of the material minimized the possible influence of the experiments
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on the results. We asked subjects after the introduction whether they had questions before
starting the experiment and found that except for a few organizational questions they felt
ready. This suggests that the introduction was sufficient. None of the participants knew the
development perspective of the projects prior to the experiment.

The time that subjects could spend on the experiment was restricted in two ways, rais-
ing the question whether the permitted time was sufficient or had an effect on the results.
First, subjects had to stop working on a task after 30 min. This allowed time was more than
twice as long as subjects on average spent on a task. Only 9 out of 461 tasks were stopped
by the user or got terminated by the tool after 30 min. These observations suggest that the
deadline per task had no relevant effect on our results. Second, subjects were permitted
an overall time of two hours for performing tasks in order to ensure their consistent con-
centration. During that time subjects performed a minimum of 4 tasks, an average of 6.63
tasks, and 31 out of 71 subjects completed all 8 tasks. The completion rate is distributed
across students as follows: 8 completed four tasks, 9 completed five tasks, 13 completed
six tasks, 7 completed seven tasks, and 15 completed all eight tasks. Among the practi-
tioners, 16 completed all eight tasks and one each completed five, six, and seven tasks. We
analyzed results per task and not per subject and had assigned tasks in random sequence
to subjects, ensuring their comparability. Furthermore, we studied the effect that the task
order had on performance and found that after an initial learning effect between the first
and the second performed task, the order did not significantly affect the performance of
subjects.

5.3 Conclusion Validity

Possible threats to statistical conclusion validity include violations of the assumptions
underlying statistical procedures, low statistical power, and low effect size. To reduce
any impact of violations in the assumptions, our design of an experiment with random-
ized treatment assignment and with equal group size helped eliminate these impacts.
Before making inferences from statistical test, the MANOVA assumptions were veri-
fied. Multivariate normality was tested and concluded using the Shapiro-Wilk test and
a Bartlett test was used to check homogeneity of variance within the continuous time
data.

5.4 Reliability

We used two different projects, with four different tasks each and we had 461 performed
tasks. Based on this diversity in the original experiment, we expect that replications of the
experiment will offer results similar to those presented here. Concrete measured results will
differ as they are specific to the subjects, but the underlying trends and implications should
remain unchanged.

5.5 Construct Validity

Our experiment aimed at evaluating the effect of traceability on software maintenance tasks.
We decided to assess that effect by the performance of subjects implementing maintenance
tasks and to operationalize performance by time to and correctness of solution. If a subject
performed better on a maintenance task, then the time spent on the task should be lower
and/or the solution should be more correct. Our experiment therefore focused on these
measures.
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6 Conclusions

We conducted a controlled experiment with 71 subjects re-performing 461 real maintenance
tasks on two third-party development projects: half of them with and the other half without
traceability. Task solutions were sketched and recorded on paper to avoid that programming
skills bias the results. Our finding is that traceability had a significant effect on the perfor-
mance of subjects conducting maintenance tasks, measured as combined effect of both time
to and correctness of solution.

We found that subjects with traceability performed on average 24 % faster on a task
and created on average 50 % more correct solutions. These observations correlate with the
perception of our subjects. All but two participants replied after the experiment that they
felt supported by traceability in performing the tasks, often responding very enthusiastic
towards traceability.

The effect of traceability is correlated with the kind of tasks. Especially, the gain in
correctness varied quite strongly among the tasks. Furthermore, our data indicates that the
gain of correctness through traceability is shrinking after the first performed task. Subjects
without traceability create more correct solutions after the initial task, while subjects with
traceability perform very well right from the beginning. We further found that develop-
ment experience effects the performance of subjects, but does not significantly influence
the effect of traceability. Traceability also facilitates a higher performance of subjects
independent of their development experience.

In future work we will focus on analyzing the cost related to the creation and maintenance
of traceability. We are also planning to replicate the reported experiment in order to study
the influence of trace quality on the effect of traceability.
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